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INrRODUO'l ION

Few events in the annals of scientific research have rivaled
the ramifications of Mendel's classic discovery of the laws of heredity in the austere remoteness of the Augustinian Monastery at
Brunn, Austria, in 1866.

For here, as never before, scientists

had within their grasp the key to Pandoras 1 box with which to
probe the ~etifying and awe-inspiring facet.a of the evolutionary
processes of flora and fauna and to supply the sorely needed missing links to scientific data painstakingly acquired through eons
of trial and error.
Slow at first to seize upon the magnanimity of the challenge
thrust before them, or, perhaps, hopelessly enmeshed in the thralldom of insouciance and apathy, scientists were to wait until the
turn of the nineteenth century when de Vries et. al., working separately on experimental studies of inheritance, discovered and
proclaimed to the world the importance of Mendel's works which bad
lain neglected for over ,0 years.
The response to the rediscovery and further elaboration of
the works of Mendel was rapid.

Investigations were launched

in

many directions in pursuit of scores of inheritable tra its that

could be deduced and proved by the application of !-!endel 1 s

laws.

Spurred onward by developments worked out experimentally with Drosophila by Morgen and others, and augmented by the application of
biometricel analyses to collected date on laboratory animals, in-
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veetigators began to apply these research methods toward the deetermination of genie frequencies end the evaluation of certain
human traits such es the taste sensitivity of certain individuals
to certain synthetic compounds and the lack of this trait in othere.

The earliest record of the phenomena of differential taste
reactions wee made by Laselle end Williams (1926) in experiments
with a component of lean meat, oreatin.

Subsequent investigat-

ion of suspected intrinsic factors giving rise to these phenomena
by Brigl end Scheyer (1926) indicated that gustatory sensations

are predicated by a slight degree of solubility of the substance
tested.

Kuroeka (1928) showed the quantity of salivary secret-

ion to be proportional to the increase of the sapid materiel.
Apparently, these findings did not satisfactorily account for
the differential aspects of taste reactions insofar es some individuals were manifestly able to react positively to the taste
of a given substance, while others were devoid of aey taste sensation to that substance whatsoever.
Snyder (19?2), in a study of 800 families, found that taste
deficiency ie inherited as a simple recessive, which wee in accord with conclusions drawn by Fox (1932), who demonstrated the
dimorphic aspect of this trait.

Further studies by Blakeslee

end Fox (1932) demonstrated differences 1n taste thresholds

2,550 persons tested.

of

Upon the basis of their test data, as

recorded by the reaction of the test group to phenyl-thio-carba-

mide, a preponderance of tasters as compared to non-teeters was
revealed.

Of

the former group, however, lo6 were unable t.o de-

termine whether the substance was bitter or sour.

Indications

are that not e few individuals ere able to determine bitter from
soin-.

Attempts to give cogency to the old belief that the pH

range of the saliva of individuals was a dominant factor in taste

sensitivity have been abortive.

Blakeslee (19;2) disproved this

theory, in addition, Oohen and Ogden (1949), in an at-tempt to determine whether the sa live was the deciding factor in determining
whether an individual was a taster or a non-taster of phenyl-thiocarbamide, conducted experiments with saturated solutions of
phen;yl-thio-carbamide (PT 0) in tap water, in tasters' saliva,
and in non-tasters' saliva.

These solutions were placed upon

the dried tongues of both tasters and non-teeters.

In none

of

these tests could the individuals taste PTO unless they were
tasters, end unless the saliva used was their own.

Thus to be

a tester, apparently, requires proper •taste apparatus' end
proper saliva.
Studies by Hell and Blakeslee (1945) end Oolin (1949) suggest a possible connection between taste differentiation end the
nervous system of an individual.

This connection, while evident-

ly manifest, does not, however, reveal the true phenomenon of
taste in its entirety.

Results tend to show, as Riddle and Wy-

bar (1944) pointed out, that the ability of an individual to taste
tbio-uracil is inherited in much the same manner as that of pheeyl-
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thio-carbamide, in which the ability to taste (T) is dominant to
non-tasting (t), so that parents having the constitution (Tt)'may
have non-tasting childrenJ but if' one of them is homozygous, (TT),
then all of the children will be tasters of phenyl-th1o-carbamide.
Hopkins

(194,), and Rarnioot, Harrie and Kalmus (1951) showed

that substances containing the - l f - 0 - group showed individual
II

s
taste thresholds highly correlated with those of phenyl-thio-carbamide.

It has likewise been shown that if the sulfur atom in

the - N. - 0 - group is supplanted by an oxygen atom, - N - 0 - ,
n

0

these substances all lose their ability to elicit differential
taste responses.
Further studies have shown that taste acuity varies with the
age of the individual as well as from day to day.
man and Blakeslee

Salmon, Nuse-

(1955) showed that the thresholds for teeters

of PT O may vary from a factor of 2 to one of
or from day to day.

256 during a day,

In accordance with the fact that there does

exist a periodicity of changing thresholds for teeters of PTO,
the suggestion is made that changing physiological states of the
individual may actuate changing taste thresholds.
maine and Monzingo

Arey, Tre-

(1955) tested the numerical and topographical

relations of human taste buds to human ciroumvallate papillae
and found a full complement of taste buds at birth, tapering off
during maturity and old age, and after the 70th year, sometimes
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disappearing.
The efficacy of using pheeyl-thio-cerbamide as a testing medium in preference to other compounds is best disclosed by investigations of Blakeslee end Salmon (19;5).
found that, in testing threshold values of

These inVestigators
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non-thio compounds

and PTO, the latter compound showed the greatest spread, ranging from 1&;125 to la28o,ooo, and that the correlation between

theee thio-compounde and P T C was insignificant, if at all.
Seemingly, PT O and other synthetic compounds having similar
structure afford geneticists a formidable tool with which to probe
taste frequencies within a given population, and, when given correct graphic interpretation, may be used to narrow tbe possibility
of chance or error in evaluating taste responses that may be used
as aide in giving a geneological conspectus of this inherited
trai:t..
other investigators have revealed significant. taste differentials, not only within an endogamous group, but between male and
female components of tha't group as well.
and Lawrence

(19;6)

Set'terfield, Schott,

fowid females generally, to have threshold

values lower than that of males.

The sta'tistioal analysis of

data from the two sexes, when graphically represented, showed bimodal curves which, upon further analysis, revealed a shifting
downward of the curve in respect to females tested.

(1947)

Falconer

found Danish and British populations differing not only 1n

the proportion of non-tasters, but. also the concentration of PTO
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that groups within these populations could taste differed materially.

The discrepancy in taste sensitivities of different sexes

within an ethnical group ts not deemed significant, but. is charged
to difference& 1n the physiology of the two sexes.
It has been shown, moreover, that whereas differences in taste
sensitivities between the sexes is insignificantly slight, there
is quite a different perspective shown when comparisons are made
between different races.

Parr (19,4), in testing the taste dif-

ferentials of Chinese, Negroes, Egyptians, Sephardim and Aechkenasim Jews, Armenians, Semenites and Arabs, found that the order of
the percentage of those who do taste P T O as bitter are& Chinese

(94), pure American Indians (9,.9)~ mixed American Indians (87.2),
Negroes (76.5), Egyptians

(75.9), Sephardim (72), American

whites

(Sn,yder 70.2)(Parr 69.l) ' Aechkenasim (68.5)~ Armenians (68), Bemenitea

(67. 7), and Arabs (6,.5)~

Lee (19'4), using the crystalline form of PTO in lieu of

the liquid form used by some investigators in sampling the taste
proclivities of groups within a population, showed by extensive
tests of Negroes and whites that
of P T

9%

of the :tormer were non-tasters

o, whereas ,0% of the latter showed t bie trait.

.u

is ev-

ident, a discrepancy occure wben Lee•• test data tor Negroes is
compared with Parr 1 e.

Thie apparent ditterence in the test re-

aulte eulrllitted by these investigators may result partially from
tests adm1n1•tered without. first e•tabliebing taete thre•bolds
that provide exact criteria with which to accurately determine
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what conBtitutee a teeter and a non-teeter of PT

o.

Hartman

(19~), in testing the efficacy of using the cryetal, solution,
and paper met.bode of administering P T

a

teste, found discrepanciee

to exiet when com.pariaonB were made of teat results obtained•· ploying each of these three 111.ethods.

He demonstrated how these

errore might occur and determined that, in matters of genetic importance, data obtained by threshold valuee 1• to be preferred.
Recent studies tend to confirm the theory firet advanced by
Lee that Negroe1 ae well ae whites are non-teeters, due to a eingle receesi?e gene, and, further, the conclusion wae drawn that a
recessive mutation for taste deficiency arose in Oauoaeiana, among
whom tbe frequency of non-tasting 1• high, and spread through admixture to Indians and Negroes, among whom the frequency ie low.
Lnine and Anderson (1949) lend aupport to thie theory in their
inveatigatione and ext.8D81ve etudie1 made of the incidence of the
ability to taste para-etboxy-pbeeyl-thio-uree among vbitee, pureblood lnd.lan11, and Indians witb eoma white admiXt.ure.

Among

tbe wbit,ee the proportion of non-taetera was about the expected
average, but pure-blood Indians, when compared with Indians inbred with white, ehowed percentage• of 6 and 10.4, respectively.
B~d and Boy-d (1941), on the other band, in observations of tute
reactiona to PTO among closely related or blood groups, found
no effect upon phenotypio frequencies due to inbreeding, although the populatione were known to be highly inbred, and complete geneologiee were available.

8

The available data obtained in connection with the widely divergent. taate frequencie• and threshold valuea encountered among
differing racial groups, and the significant. altering of these valuee, ae demonstrated by teete of individuals of miXed blood, actuates the content.ion of moat autboritiee that the ability to taete
1• inherited juet as an individual may inherit hair color, or color

ot

9Y"e••

In the latter instances, however, Kloepfer (1944) bee

abown these trait• to be predicated by the presence of gen•• on
separate pairs of chromoaom•••

Oonveraely, in order to critical-

ly naluate the mechanic• of the

tranemia ■ ion

of a generic trait,

the •position etfeot 11 (Sinnot and Dunn, 19'9) of the gene within
the chromosome ae determined by the frequency ot expreae ion,
well ea a complete factor analy•i• 1• indicated.

ae

The more factor•

concerned in finding the position ot a factor, the more reliable
1• th• evidence, Doolq (19}1) .
In treating the frequenoy diatribut.ion of gene• within the
American Negro population, moat aut.horitiea are inclined to agree
with Stern (1949) that the Negro population in America represent.a
a single racial group with specific gene frequencies.

But in

view of the widely divergent aspects of color found within this
group aa well as the apparent differences of pb.yaical charactera,
it might well be, as Lee (19'4) pointed out, that the American
Negro group 1a not the result of random mating within the group,
but. 1a the recipient of a continuoue inflow of gene• from sympatrio populations.

If such a condition exists, then, it might
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reaeonably be expected that 11olatee or group• within the general
Negro population could be fo\Dld whose genie frequencies would be
d1ee1m11ar to the general taste pattern aecribed to the group

as

a whole.
The purpoee of this i .n veatigation wee to determine if poaaible, whether, within a select group of high school and college
atudenta, such isolates do exiet.

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

Theee tests were designed to encompass three color gradients
in respect to the individuals tested with the phen;yl-thio-cerbamide solutions.

Theee were; whites, light-ekinned Negroes (or

Mulattoee), and dark-skinned Negroes.

The whites tested, 102 in

number, were to be used primarily as control.

This group wee

considered in thie study ae being homogeneous for color, although,
unquestionably, such an ideal situation is known not to exist.
The next class to be considered was the fair-skinned Negroes.

In-

dividuals of this class were chosen with extreme care, the basis
of their selection was along these general linesJ extreme fairness
of skin, miscegenetic background, end certain external features
such es the texture of hair, facial features, etc.

Accordingly,

the number selected from this group wee understandably smell for
both sexes tested, approximating 1~2 in number.

The number of

the largest class tested, the dark-skinned Negroes, was in excess
of the two previously mentioned classes.
of this class.

There were 475 members

The objectives of our study wee to compare test

results obtained from a study made of the observed differential
taste patterns within these t hree populations end to compare the
ratios of our findings for the three groups tested with the findings of other investigators.
The following schools were included in the administration of
these tests a Dunbar High School, Dickinson, Texas, Booker T. Wash-
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ington Higb School, Texas Oity, Texas, Lincoln High School, La
Marque, Texea, La Marque High School (white), La Marque, Texas,
Central High School, Galveston, Texas, Loraine Oroeby Junior High
School, Hitchcock, Texas, and Prairie View A. & M. College, Prairie
View, Texas.

MATERIALS AND MErHODS

The materials and methoda ueed in this study were eeeen:t.ially
aimilar to those employed by Thompson (1952) et. al.

Large sheets

of filter paper of the fineat texture available, 24o x 24o mm.,
were procured and cut into the desired shapes (Fig. I).

Each

shape represents a dif'feren:t. concentration of pheeyl-thio-carbemide
(PT 0) solution, with the exception of the control strips (1) which
were, of course, imtreated.

A paper knife was used to out the filter paper into large
squares.

These squares were then quartered and cut into the pat-

terns indicated and each batch of paper tabs thus fashioned were
placed into 1000 cc. beakers to be completely

immersed

into differ-

ent. concentration,s of the P T O solution, ranging from 0.0125% to

o.2%.

Figure 1 ehowa the nunbered order of tbe teat tabs es re-

gards the mamer in which they were impregnated with the varying
concent.ratiom of the P T

a

substance, the concentration used in

each tab, and the sequence in which they were subsequently used
in the tests•

In preparing the varioue solutiona of P T O, the following

procedure wae followed&

Two gram.e of PT O crystals were caret'ul-

ly weiptd and placed into a 1000 cc. Erlenmeyer fleak.

of acetone was then poured into the flask to make a
tration of the PTO solution.

This

1000 co.

o.2% concen-

o.2% concentration

of PT 0

was then serially diluted, i. ••, one part P T O solution (0.2%)
wee added to one part of acetone to make a 0.1% concentration;

one part of PTO solution in four parte of acetone produced a
0.050% concentretionJ one part of PTO eolution in eight parte
of acetone formed a 0.025% eoncentrationl one part of PTO in

eixteen parts of acetone produced a 0.0125% concentration, the
lowest concentration ueed.

The tabe were allowed to soak com-

pletely in their respective eolutione and were then removed and
placed upon large sheets of filter paper to dry.

.After drying,

the tabs were then packaged separately in manila ooin folders
to be iHued to the participants during the testing procedure.
Extreme care was exercised in the preceding operations in
order to maintain uniformity of impregnation of the different
tabs with the particular concentration of the PTO solution
and in the preparation of the various concentrations of the
solutions so that the testing procedure and results could be
considered ae valid.
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FIGURE I-FACSIMILE OF Qtral3TIONNAIRE FORM
U:!ED IN .ADMINISTERING

P T O TASTE TE3TS

Direct ions 1
Place one piece of paper into your mouth.

Discard from mouth

as soon as tested, or if taste is not evident, chew thoroughly for one
minute before discarding.
of paper.

Proceed in a like manner for all six pieces

Taste the papers in the following order&

Reoord vour answers b>V oheo k in2 in t h e annroPriate columns b elow.

How does each Piece taste to vou?
1.

No taste

2.

Sweet

1911trlit ly
'very

3.

4.

Sour

Slbhtlv

5.

Verv

6. Bitter

Slirchtlv

. 1.

8.

D LJ

1/erv

Other (write in)

When do you taste it? ( if vou do)
1.

As eoon as it touches the tonvue!

2.

As soon as vou be2in to chew it?

3.

Only after chewed for a while?

4.

Only after it ie removed from the mouth?

5.

Other (write in)

~
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□ D

EXPERil~Em'S AND RE:!ULTS

The high school

group■

were tested in classroom assembly, us-

ually during the first morning period.

Each individual was given

a questionnaire form (Fig. I), manila envelops containing the tabs
to be tested , and e Pep-0-Mint Life Saver, the latter to counteract eey 1.mpleasant taste sensation that he might experience, a
frequent occurrence among those participants having an acute sense
of taste for the P T O substance.

In order to expedite the admin-

istration of the tests ea well ea to minimize the incidence of
error , 1,be information contained on the sheets was read and explained to the pupils tested, also the prop~r sequence to be followed in
testing the tabs was demonstrated to each class during the time that
the tests were being administered.

Thie latter gesture served to

put the pupils at their ease.
If, during the administering of the tests, a pupil experienced

a distinct, recognizable taste in aey one of the test tabs, as was
usually the case, he was permitted to cease taking the teat ee
soon as the taste became evident , whether bitter, sour, sweet, or
otherwise , ae t he suoceeeive tabs contained higher concentrations
of the PTO substance.

He wee told to record the taste observed

and to use the Pep-0-Mint Life Saver to remove the taste from his
mouth.

The individuals tested were cautioned not to give vent o~

rally to the taste sensation experienced, as this would, perhaps,
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influence his neighbor to erroneow,ly report a taste that he had
not experienced.

Suoh a response could only be interpreted

•conditioned' and of no value to the study.

88

It was likewise

found expedient. to avoid going into a detailed explanation of the
tecbnicelities involved in the ability of an individual to taste
or not to taste the P T O in the tabs.

The participant usually

would become more end more embroiled in the technical language
used and sometimes individuals would decline to take the test,
having dire misgivings of real or imaginary dangers.

Thie situ-

ation was encountered largely among older persons taking the tests
as the younger participants were found to be willing, almost eager,
to experience the tests.
The foregoing modus operandi wee arrived et largely by trial
and error.

In the initial stages of the tests, it was found that

better results could be obtained i.f each participant was thoroughly
grounded in the essential features of the teat in respect to importance of carefully and accurately recording the desired information 1n the proper spaces on the questionnaire forms (Fig.

I).

This entailed considerable time and effort, but experience gained
in testing en initial group of participants showed that maey pupils were unable to tully comprehend the written instructions on
the questionnaire forms and, often as not, either placed their an-

swers in the wrong spaces, or tasted the pads 1n the wrong sequence.
Such questionnaire forms were valuele88 and subsequently were discarded.
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The aforementioned classes that were tested in this study,
i. e., whites, light-skinned Negroes, and dark-skinned Negroes
comprised an aggregate total of 709 individuals.

E~ch of these

three classes was subsequently broken down into t he following
categories a whites, 4; males, 59 females (eight of the latter being invalidated due to such factors as being over age or having
teated the control); light-skinned Negroes, 48 males, 84 females
(17 males, 19 fem.alee were disqualified for reasons given above)
and; dark-skinned Negroes, 475 in number, of whom 44 males and
81 females were excluded for similar reasons as stated above.
The acceptable data that were used from these classes were compiled in table form to show the relative number of persona who
tested tabs containing differing concentrations of the PTO solution and the concentration that this particular number of individuals tasted (threshold determinations).

The number of

those relatively few individua ls whose taste thresholds were beyond the

o.2%

concentration of P T O, 1. e., those persons who

were unable to detect an;y taste in any of the t a bs, wee also re-

corded.
An analysis of the data contained in Table I for the white
high school group shows that 6 males t asted the control, as indicated in the first vertical column;;; tasted the 0.0125% concentration; 4 tasted the 0.025% concentrationJ; tasted the 0.050%
concentration; none tasted the

o.2%

o.1%concentration;;

tasted the

concentration; and 8 were listed as having taste thresholds
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beyond the

o.2% concentration of the P T O solution.

The relative

percentages of the class tasting these concentratione are also shown
in the second horizontal column under the particular concentration

used.

These figures are obtained by dividing the total number of

individuals in this class, both male and fem.ale, into the total number of individuals that tasted this particular concentration.

The

final consideration used in the analysis of the male component of
this class consisted of the percentage of males who reacted to a
specU'ic concentration of PTO (;rd horizontal column, Table

I).

These figures were obtained by dividing the number of individuals

used in the study (last number in the first horizontal column) into
the number of participants who tasted that particular concentration
of the solution.
The threshold determinatione for the individual tasters of the
PT

a compound

were obtained by recording the lowest concentration

of P T O that an individual could detect, whether sweet, sour, bitter, or otherwise. · The line of demarcation that separates taster
from non-taster has been determined ae being that concentration of
the test solution having the lowest frequency distribution for a
particular class (Thompson, 1952).

This concentration of the so-

lution is therefore called the critical solution, ineofer as fewer
individuals of aey given class can detect a taete seMation from it
than from aey other concentration of the solution that is being tested.

It has been further shown tbat those persons who do record

a t aste response to a concentration of a solution of leaser degree
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than the concentration of the critical solution may be considered
as being tasters for that particular substance that is being tested.

Conversely, those pereons of the same general claae who have

taete thresholds equaling or exceeding the concentration of the
critical solution may likewise be considered es being non-tasters
of that particular solution.
An examiution of Table I shows that fewer persons of the whitegroup tasted the 0.1% concentration of PTO than err:, other solution tested with tbie cleae.

There were but two such individuals.

The total number of individuals who had taste thresholds lower than
that of the oritioel 0.1% concentration, as shown by the table, were

4o males, if we exclude the six whose date was invalidated due to
their having tasted the control.

The percentages of males of the

class who bad taste thresholds lees than the critical solution were1·

55.9;, 44.44, and ;7.5.

The foregoing percentages just cited in

these data were obtained by dividing the total number of teeters of

P. T O of the class for that particular concentration, both males
and females, into the male component. of the class.
there were;; males and

For example,

26 females who tasted the 0.0125% concen-

tration of the P T O solution, a total of

59 persons.

If we di-

vide the;; (number of males tested): by the grand total of

persons, we get

59

55.9; ae the percentage of males of this class.

The relative percentages of the white males tasting the

SflV-

eral concentrations of the PTO solutions of lesser concentration
than the critical solution were found to bei

64.70, 7.84, and 5.88.
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Since the threshold values of these individuals all fell short of
the critical 0.1% concentration, their aggregate total,

7a.4,%

is

considered as being the overall percentage of tasters within the
male component of the class.

'J!he determination of the percentage.

of non-tasters within this same male component of the class was
similarly tabulated.

The table shows tnat a total of eleven males

had taste thresholds equaling or exceeding the critical 0.1% concentration.

o.1% concentration of
o.2% concentration, and

None of the males tasted the

the Pi T O solution, but tnree tasted the
had taste thresholds exceeding the
again to the table,

we see

o.2%

concentration.

Referring

that these figures, when divided by the

total number of members of the class, give percentages of
end 15.68.

8

o, 5.88,

The aggregate total of the non-tasters of the compound

among the males of this class is, therefore, 21.56.
The relative percentages for tasters and non-testers among the
white female component of the claes wee obtained in the same manner
as that for the males.

The percentages for tasters and non-tasters

of PTO among this component of the class were
spectively.

a,.72

and 16.28, re-

Lastly, the overall percentages of testers and non-

tasters for the entire class or sample were obtained by similar
computations.

These percentages for t.he total sample were found

to be 80.85 and 19.15, respectively.
The preceding data concerning the tasting propensities of a
given sample may be used in the :following manner to de-t.ermine the
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validity of test reaulta .

The following formula ie used to de-

termine tb.e significance of the difference between the two sexes
for the total sample ae regards ite tasting and non-tasting components of bath eexee1

s. E.

(Standard of Error)

where T equale the per cent of tasters and t equals the per cent
of non-teat ere, and N equals the number in the sample.

s. E.

for sample (white)

7/(.8085)
V.

X

94

(.1915)

.o4o45;
The standard of error for tbe entire sample, both male and
female, is less than one standard error and is therefore consid-

ered to be statistically insignificant.
The same formula used above is likewise useful in determin-

1.D& t.he significance of the difference between testers and nont.ast.ers within the component.a of the class, 1.

e.,

males and

fem.ales, thus1

a.

E. for males {whit.e)

y (.7843)

X

51

(.2157)

.057959
The standard of error for white males is just .<:1579.

This

is lees tb.an one standard error and is statistically insignificant.
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s. B. for fem.ales (white)
.05629
The standard ot ~ror for white females ie .05629.

Thie ie

lees than one standard error and ie therefore considered ae being

etatietically unimportant.
Using the

s.

B. for malee and the

s.

E. for females, the fol-

lowing formula gives the standard of error ot the difference (S. E.d)
between the two sexes 1

s. E.

Vcs. E. (j) 2

d

-

f

(s. E. 9 )2

Vc.05759) 2 /. (.05629)2

.0805~
A comparison of the deviation between the sexes for tasters

1e shown to be a

.o429
This value compared with the standard of error of the difference

(s.

E.d) between the two sexes 1st

The difference between the sexes is just .5~29 times the
standard of error of the difference.

Thie is lees then one eten-

TABLE I- THRE3HOLD DISTRmurIONS
FOR WHrnB

CL.ASSES

PT O
sated
Concentration Ooutrol

unber

6

of
lee
ber
of

>,

L
E

Over
0. 2

0.2

Total Total
Tested Used

8

64.
0

ass

of
le

Male
le

6

100%

~wo 1ndiTiduals included in thie group were over
age (see page 46).
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FIGURE II-FREQUENCY POLYGON AND FREQUENCY OURVE
SHOWING THE VARYING TASTE PATTERNS
FOR

DIFFERING CONCENl'RATIONS

OF P T O AMONG WHITES
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dard error and ie therefore not considered ae being etatietically
aignificanto

Such a deviation could be expected to occur by

chance in better than 68% of the eamplea drawn from the same populet ion.
THE LIGHr-SXINNED and THE DARK-SKINNED NEGROES that were used
in this study wore analyzed in precisely the same manner ae wee
used for the white control.
however,

a

There wae obaerved in both cases,

departure from the pattern of the 0.1% concentration of

PT C ae being the critical solution reported by Thompson (1952),
et. al., in studies made of Negro populations.
the critical solution wee found to be

o.2%,

In botb instances,

since fewer persons re-

acted to thia particular concentration of the ET O eubetance than
to any other concentration used (Tables II, III, and IV).

It wae

further observed that when these two groupe were combined as one,
1. e., the light end dark-skinned Negroes taken ae a single population (Table II), the results indicated the

o.2%

concentration

again as being the critical solution.
The computations that were made for the light-skinned Negroes
ere ee follows a:

s.

E. for sample

y (.8854)

X

96

(.1146)

.0~257
The stendard of error for the entire sample, both male and

The W. R. Banks Library
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TABLE II THRESHOLD DISTRI BUT I ONS
FOR LIGHT-SKINNED AND DARK-SKINNED
NIDROE3 COMBINED

0

L

A

s s

PT 0
sated
Ooncentretion Control

E

s
over

M
A

0.1

0.2

0. 2

6

l

16

Total Total
Tested Used

4• 4

L
E

8.16
EM
A
L

N\Dber
E

s

16

.84 88.8

Clase
of

68.4o 12.4o 6.80

Female

otale, Male
and Female
of Total
Po ulation

8

l l

% of

2.80

.2

6.4

6

•94 members of this

group were over age and were
not included in the final tabulations (see page

46).

female is juet .05257.

This is less than one standard error and

is therefore considered to be statistically insignificant.

s. E.

y (.8710)

for light-skinned Negro males

,~ {.1290)
X

.06020
The standard of error for light-skinned Negro males is juet

.06020.

Tbis is less than one standard error and is considered

statistically unimportant.

s. E.

For light-skinned Negro females=

, /(.8923) x (.1077)
V.
65

The standard of •rror for light-skinned Negro females is just

.o;S84.

Thia is lees than one standard error and is considered to

be statistically nil.
The standard of error of the difference between the two sexes
by computation is1

Yes. E. c/ )2
=

Y ,.06020) 2

~

~

(s. E.

~ )2

,.05629, 2

.08241
A comparison of the deviation between the sexes for tasters
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among the light complexioned Negroes ie shown to be&

.a92, - .s710
Thie value compared with the standard of error of the dif-

ference

(s.

B.d)' between the two sexes ie a

.2584

.021i
.082

The difference bat.ween the sexes ie just

standard of error of the difference.

.2584 times

the

Thie is lees than one stan-

dard error and therefore ie not considered atetiatically significant.

Such a deviation could be expected to occur by chance alone in better than

80% of

the samples drawn from the same population.

The computations that were made for the ~-skinned Negroes
are as follows&

s. E.

for sample

.01495
The standard of error for the entire sample, both males and

females, is ~uet .01495.

Thie 1• leae than one standard error end

ia considered es being statistically insignificant.

s. E. for males (dark-skinned Negroes) =i/(.9212) x (.0788)

V.

.02082

165
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TABLE III-THRESHOLD DISTRIBUrIONS
FOR LIGHT-SKINNED' NEXmOES

0

L. A

s s

E

s

asted
PTO
Oonceutration Oontrol
ber

M
A
L

M

0

4

Total Total
Tested Used

48

of

E

FE-

8

Over
0.2

s

888

0

44.44

of
lea

0

12.90

N\.l!lber
of
L
Olaes
E
of
s Female
otals, Male
and Female
of Total
o ulation

1

84

8

6

A

6 • 1
1

16

2

6

l

0

•20 members of this group were over age and were
not included in tbe final tabulations.

FIGlRE III-FRB:2UENOY POLYGON AND FRE)';}UENOY OURVE
SHOWING THE VARYING TASTE PATTERNS
FOR DlFFERING OONOENTRATIONS OF P T O AMONG LIGHr-SKINNED NFllROES
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.025

}l

Tbe standard of error for dark-skinned Negro males ie just
.02082.

Thie is lees than one standard error and is therefore

considered ae being statistically insignificant.

s.

E. for dark-skinned Negro females

= 1 /(.9081)
V

x

(.0919)

1a5

The standard of error for dark-skinned Negro females is just

.0212,.

This ie less then one standard error and is considered

to be statistically ineignificanto
The standard 0£ error of the difference between the two sexes by computation iea

s. E.d

V

(s. E.

-v

(.02082) 2 f

ef)2

./,

(s. E.

i )2

(.0212,) 2

.0291,
A comparison of the deviation between the sexes for teeters
among the dark-complexioned Negroes 1e shown to be1

.9212 - .9081
This value compared with the standard of error of the difference

(s.

.0131
.0297

E. d) between the two sexes ia1

.4410

TABLE IV-THRESHOLD DISTRIBtJrIONS
FOR DARK-SKINNED NEGROES

0

L

A

s s

aeted
PT C
Ooncentret ion Control
M
A
L

s

0.1
114

2

E

1

16

0.2
1

Over
0.2

12

E
8

FE28

M
A

o

L

of

Olaes

E

s

of
Female

otale, Ma le
nd Female
of Total
o ulation

2

l

2.00

•74 members

100%

of this group were over age and were
not included in the final tabulations (see page

46).

FIGURE IV -FREQUENCY POLYGON AND FR~UENOY OtRVE
SHOWING THE VARYING TASTE PJ\'l'TmNS
FOR DIFFmING CONCENTRATIONS OF PT O AMONG DARK-SKINNED NEXJROEB
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SHOWING THE VARYING TASTE PATTERNS
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The difference between the eexee is just .4410 times the standard of error of the difference.

Thie is leas than one standard

error and ie therefore not considered to be statistically aignificant.

Such a deviation could be expected to occur by chance in

bett.er than 6o% of the samples drawn from the same population.
The probable genotypic configuration of taster and non-teeter
elements within a given population may be determined by the application of the frequency method (S~der 19~2) whereby the hanoaygoua
and heterozygous nature of a dominant character may be determined
by the frequency

of occurrence of the recessive trait.

The for-

mula used 1n theae determinationB is a
(p /- q)

=-

l

Thia formula is baaed upon the premise that matings have occurred
at random, insofar as taste responses are concerned.

The formula

ahowa the relationship of the dominant gene, T, to the recessive
gene, t, where p equals T, and q equals t, and 1 equals the sample.
As it is generally conceded that two alleles are responsible for
differential tHte response•, we may obtain by the expansion of
our formula (squaring) the expreaeiona

By inspection, we see that the Talus of q (non-tasting element in

the sample) may be easily obtained by extracting the square root,

thus&

q2 (whites)

_

q

=~

_

01915

.4;76, or 4;.76% frequency for gene

t.

Now that we have obtained the value q of the sample, we see
by the relationship existing in our formula, (p

_ .5624, or 56.24%frequency for gene

/. q)

=

1, that,

T.

Squaring this value of p, we gets
p2

= (.5624) 2
=

.;16;

Referring again to our formula, we see that&

2pq _

1 - (p2

/. q2)

_ 1 - (.;16;) /. (.1915)
_

.4922, or 49.22% frequency for heterozygous tasters, Tto

Thus we see that when the above decimal values are converted into
their percentage counterparts, the following perspective of the sample is revealed&

;1.6;% of the class were homozygous tasters, or TT;

49.22% of the cleae were heterozygoua testers, or TtJ

19.15% of the olees were homozygous non-tasters, or tt.
Hbgben (1946) considers this method of computing gene frequencies

ae being reliable if the population from which the sample ie drawn
is a fairly homogeneous isolate, occupies the same restricted geo-

graphic locale, and is subject to a high degree of non-assortive
mating and that the trait is a common one.
The next class, or sample,

~

light-skinned lfegroee, reveals

the following detaa
q2 _
q

.1146

~~

_ .,~5,

p

Ill

p2

or

,,.85% frequency for gene t.

l - q
1 -

.}'85

-

•6615, or 66.15% frequency for gene

-

(.6615)2

=·
2pq =

-

T•

.4,76
l - (p2 ./, q2)

1 - (.4,r6 I- .1146)
•4478, or 44.78% frequency for heterozygous

Of this groupa

4}.76% of the class were hom.ozygoua testers, or TTJ

tasters, Tt •

44. 78% of the olaes were heterozygous teat ere, or

Tt;

11.46% of the class were homozygous non-tasters, or tt.
The third olaes, or sample tested, !h,! ~-skinned Negroes,
responded in this manner to the frequency method of analys ie a
q2

=

4

--v•0857
_

p

.0857
.2927, or 29.27% frequency for gene t.
l - q

:.

p2

l - .2927

-

.700,, or 70.0,% frequency for gene

-

(.701,) 2

T.

- .500,

2pq

=

1 - (p2 /.

42)

l - (.500, /. .0857)
.4L4o, or 41.40% frequency for heterozygous tasters, Tt.
The taster and non-taster elements ere a

50.0,% of the class are homozygous tasters, or TT;
41.4o% of the olasa are heterozygous tasters, or Tt;

8.57% of the class are homozygous non-tasters, or tt.
In addition to the preceding attempts to evaluate the test data

accordi:ng to research methods adopted by most investigators in the

field, the findings were probed further by the application of x2
(Ohi square), Stern (1949)1

Table Vis a comparative analysis

made of the ratios of teeter and non-teeter components of the
light-skinned Negro group as compared with the ~-skinned Negro
group.

The topmost section of the table shows the actual test

results obtained, and the lower section shows the theoretical
percentages that could be expected from such groups.

It ie seen

that there were 101 tasters of PT C among the light-skinned Negroes, or

#

1.

Thie total, when added to ,11 tasters found among

the dark-skinned Negroes, or# 2, makes a grand total of 472, if
we add this column verticelly.

Likewise, the non-tasting compon-

ente of these two groups, respectively, ere 11 and

a total of 41.

,o,

which makes

Adding the tota l figures for each class horizon-

tally, we now get grand totals of 112 and 4ol for sample # land
sample# 2, respectively.
From these figures, it becomes possible to estimate the probable frequencies that could be expected from such classes.

The

expected value from each class, whether teeter or non-teeter, may
be obtained by dividing the total number of individuals included
in the sample, in this case, 51}, into the total for sample# l

(112).

We get .21a, which, when multiplied by the total number

of teeters for both samples (472), gives 10, as the expected number from this class.

Using similar methods of computation, we

may determine the expected values for the other classes as well.

4o

TABLE V-SHOWING THE COMPARISON OF ACTUAL TASTE TEST RATIOS
WITH THAT OF THE EXPECTED RATIOS FOR LIGHT AND DARK-SKINNED NEGROES

Tasters
101

Non-teeters
11

4 2

ected Ratios

Teeters

l

10

2
Sam

2

4 2

112

4ol

l
2

Tota

41

Non-tasters

l

Total

9

112

2

4ol

41

l

41
Now, we are in a position to apply the actual and the expected
ratios thue obtained toward establishing chi square values in order
to determine goodness of fit of our findings.

Ohi square is ob-

tained by squaring the deviation of eaoh class from the theoretical
expectation for that class• and dividing the results obtained bythe theoretical expectation for that particular class.
Thus, from data taken from our tablei·

x2 _

N

(101 - 103) 2 ~
10,

_

1.5515

_

1 {The value of N is always obtained by subtracting 1 from
the number of classes involved, in this case, 2) •

The value, P, indicates the probability that e deviation as
great or greater will occur by chance, or, in other words, the percentage of oases in which euob a deviation may be expected to occur
by chance.

Our

sample shows that in more than ;o% of cases invol-

ving eimilar testing surveys, the results would be the same as ours.
Thus our population fits this ratio fairly well.

DISOlSSION OF RESULTS

In ooneidering the mode of expression of the factor that determines the ability of en individual to detect the presence of
PT C, or the debilitating factor that precludes one 1 e ability to
do so, it must be borne in mind that a paired allamorpbic condition of the genes of expression of taste sensitivity must exist
genotypicelly in the make-up of one's parents.

The configuration

of these pa ired genes within the chromosome may be represented as
TT, or dominant for taste, Tt, also dominant for taste, or tt,
which is recessive for taste.

The ability to taste P T

o,

there-

fore, is transmitted from parent to offspring according to Mendel's
laws &OTerning the tranemiesion of unit characters.
The possession of the ability to taste PTO is not clearly,
as ie its co1m.terpart, an indication of the homozygoeity of this

trait in the generic make-up of the parent.

A dominant character

needs but one allele to be assertive, whereas a recessive charac-

ter, in order to manifest itself, must exist ee homozygous paired
alleles.

In laboratory animals, such as Drosophila, the homo-

zygosity of factors governing the transmission of a character has
been demonstrated by successive inbreeding of the species until
uniform emergence of a character or characters, generation after
generation, vouchsafes the consanguinity of feotor analysis.

Man,

for the obvious re~eone of longevity, leek end/or incompleteness
of comprehensive methods of analysis, among other things, affords

no such advantage to the geneticist in evaluating the assertion of
a generic trait.

It remains, then, for the geneticist to evaluate

man's expression of generic traits by introspection.

Thie involves

the amassing of vast amounts of data on assorted characters end preparing chromosomal maps to interpret the significance of these data.
The determination of the generic make-up of parents, both of whom
are tasters of PTO, can be represented genotypically ae (TT) x

(Tt), or (Tt) x {Tt), and can only be ascertained by analysis of
the testing propensities evinced by their offspring.

It has bem

further demonstrated {Levine end Anderson, 1949) that in cases involving paternity, P T O taste tests may be used to substantially
confirm the findings of other tests.
Teet results of the three sample populations taken tended to
confirm much of the date compiled by previous investigators of the
tasting proclivities of different ethnic groups to phenyl-thio-carbamide.

The whites used as control 1n this study revealed the 0.1%

concentration of PTO as being the critical solution that separated tasters from non-tasters.

Thie wee the same concentration

found by Thompson (1952) to separate the taster and non-taster elements in a sample population of Negroes, although our findings among
our Negro groups revealed a higher concentration of the PT 0 substance (0.2%) as being the critical solution for these groups (Tables II, III and IV).
The incidence of teeters among the white group wee found to be

Thie figure, which is higher than previous reports, may
result partially from the extreme youthfulness of this olaae.
frequency of the occurrence of gene Twas fotmd to be
pared with S:nydei'e

{19,2)

.562,

The

as com-

total of o.4,54.

Due to the diminutive size of the samples taken, no attempt
was made to make comparisons of the frequency curves of the separate sexes, however, the combined total of members of each of the
two Negro populations tested, both males and females, revealed bimodal ourvee {Figs. II, III end IV), as reported by other inveetigators.

The light-skinned Negroes used in our study were 88.,54%

tasters of P T

o.

The frequency for gene T was found to be ,6615.

Thie group, also diminutive in size, wee given similar treatment as
the white control in respect to frequency curve distribution.

lfo

available data were found in the literature with which to compare
our findings in respect to the mulatto segment of the Negro population, however, this group does show a lesser incidence of taste
affinity for P T O than is evident in the dark-skinned Negro.

In

the analysis of test data obtained from both Negro groups in this
study, 1. e., the light and darker-hued Negroes, there was noted a
departure from. the pattern of 0.1% solution as being the critical
solution as reported by other workers and also found to be the
case among our white control group {Tables II, IIII enB IV).
instances, the critical solution was foim.d to be

o.2% among

In both
the

light and dark-skinned Negroes and also when these two groups were
combined.

Among the darker-skinned Negroes , the incidence of taste for
P T O wee fotmd to be 91.43%, compared with Thompson 1 e 94.42%, and
Hegy•s (Quoted by Thompson) 89.76%.

The frequency for gene T wae

shown to be • 707-,, compared with • 76~ (Thompson), and Hagy 1 a .68o6,
and Lee 1 s .695.

I£ we combine the total frequencies for gene T

in both the light-skinned and the dark-skinned Negroes, our figure
becomes

.6844, which compares favorably with Hagy 1 s .6808.

In ad-

dition to the fact that the two Negro classes tested had higher
critical solutions (0.2%) than was found to be true in previous
studies, there was noted among the male component of the dark-skin-

ned lfegro class a frequency for taste slightly higher than was obtained for the female component (See Table III).

Thie slight

deviation from the expected is not, however, deemed significant.
Ohikauchi (1952) fotmd among the Japanese equal propensities of
taste for both sexes, approximating

14.6% for the non-testing

ele-

ment.

Ae aforementioned, the groups of individuals that were tested in this study were composed of high school students, both white
and Negro, end some college students.

This latter group did not

figure prominently in the data that were evaluated, due to the uncertain nature of the sample, such as the establishment of geneological lines of descent considered necessary in order to separat:.e
the mulatto faction from the dark-skinned group, and the wide disparity of the ages of maey of the college group when compared with
the high school groups (it is suspected that frankness about age
was not considered a virtue among maey of the older adult females
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tested)•

The age factor (Harrie and Kalmus, 1949) affects teat

results to the extent of one dilution step for each 20 years.

The

significance of this statement looms large when one considers the
feet that the college group was tested during the summer session
of school when there is a heavy influx of In-Service teachers
whose ages , in many instances, exceeded by fer the ages of the
youngest pupils that were included in the high school groups.

It

wee for these reasons, among others, thet the college sample ~,es
considered largely in the nature of e trial experiment.
Smoking, likewise e factor in the ability of en individual to
taste PT C (Hall end Blakeslee, 1945), did not offer sufficient
date to be analyzed
potent is le.

with respect to ite possible effect upon taste

Thie wee due, in large measure, to the feet that the

persons tested were primarily of the lower grade levels of tbe
high school groups, who either did not indulge themselves sufficiently of the habit, or et least were reluctant to admit it.

Of the

whites tested, two males, admittedly, were smokers, although none
of the females reported the use of tobacco.

The pa t tern of ab-

stinence from the use of tobacco was likewise noted among the Negro
high school groups.
In conjunction with our testing program of the Negro high
school groups, we also undertook to probe the taste frequencies
among some of the larger families of some members of the high
school groups that were included in this study.

One such fam-
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1ly, consisting of 11 members, including tbe parent.a, were all
tasters of the PTO aubatanoe.

The genotype of the parent.a,

therefore, oould be represented as being (TT) x (TT), (TT) x
(tt), or (Tt) x (TT), ae ell of the children showed a dietinct
taste for P T

o.

Another large family, consisting of nine

members, revealed two of the five children to be tasters of the
compound.
of PT

o.

The father and mat.her were both shown to be tasters
The genotype of the parents, in this instance, was

estimated as being (Tt.) x (Tt).

In other observations made of

family groups, 42 members, ell told, the genotypic representation of parents wee clearly demonstrable.

These family studies,

although nat. considered as being a part of the general considerations of this paper, were, nevertheless, undertaken with a
view toward testing the validity of data found in tbe literature.

anent the mode of transmission of unit characters.

For, as is

well known, the evaluation of the generic possibilities suggested by certain taster and non-teeter crosses, in view of the frequency distribution of taster to non-teeter in racial groups of
man, and the analysis of data obtained from mixed groups, will
add materially to our knowledge of tbe locw, of the causative
gene for taste, its evolutionary aspects and its significance.

Sl.MMARY

1.

The American Negro population, ooneieting ae it does

of diverse etrat.ne of genetic material, 1e not a coneenguinous
entity in respect to uniform distribution of the dominant teeter allele, T, ea reported in other inveetigatione (Stern, 1949).
2.

The Mulatto segment of the Negro population tends to

have a lower frequency of tasters then ie found among dark-skinned lfegroee •

Thie study indicates that if the Negro population

ie screened on the baeie of color or geneological lines of des-

cent, the Mulatto segment, having a taste frequency for pheeylthio-oarbamide of

88.54%,

compared with 91.4,% for dark-skinned

Negroes, tends to support. Lee•e

(19'4) theory that the admix-

ture of the white end black races results in the lowering of the
high pheeyl-thio-carbamide taste potential of the Negro race.
,.

The critical solution for Negroes in this study was

found to be

o.2%

(compared with Hag 1 s and Thompson 1 e

0.1%), al-

though the white control group, tested under identical conditions,
and using the same media, showed the o.1% concentration of PT 0
as being the critical solution.

4.

Although a eexual difference undoubtedly exists in the

percentages of teeters and non-tasters of pheeyl-thio-carbamide,

.

due to causes not fully understood, our study tends to confirm
Ohikauchi 1 e (1952) findings that a higher incidence of tasters
among females 1e not an immutable fact.
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